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OSU Open Access Monograph Initiative

Publishing Grants for Open Access Digital Monographs in the Humanities and Humanistic Social Sciences

Expressions of Interest now accepted

Award Amount: Up to $15,000
Deadline: Currently accepting Expressions of Interest
Online Form: Expression of Interest
Contact: lib-oami@osu.edu

The Ohio State University Libraries is partnering with the Association of American Universities (AAU), Association of Research Libraries (ARL), and the Association of University Presses (AUPresses) on an Open Access digital monograph publishing initiative, TOME (Toward an Open Monograph Ecosystem), that will advance the wide dissemination of humanities and humanistic social science scholarship.

Under this initiative, peer-reviewed and professionally edited university press humanities and humanistic social sciences monographs will be partnering universities and published as Open Access digital editions available at no cost to the public.

The Ohio State University Libraries is offering subventions for scholarly monographs in the humanities and the humanistic social sciences. The Libraries will provide a publishing grant of up to $15,000 to a participating university press to support the publication of an Open Access, digital monograph of 90,000 words or less. We have set a target of awarding three publishing grants per year and we are committed to participating in this initiative for five years (2017 to 2021).
Save money and transform your teaching with an ALX grant

The Affordable Learning Exchange (ALX) is requesting proposals to participate in its next cycle of learning exchange grants. ALX awards grants to instructors who want to transform their courses using open and affordable course materials.

The Ohio State University is eligible for consideration—from small seminars to large, multi-section general education courses.

Applications are due by Wednesday, September 12.
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